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"High abore the minarets of the Ottoman Empire, modern Turkey
builds a ymbol ofprogress, afocus for entertaining, and a magnetfor
the tourist trade."'
To many Turks, ~ v h olong ago discarded thefez and the reil infavor of
Western w y s , the new Istanbul Hilton ymbolizes something else:
the hope that Turkel; once called the 'sick man ofEurope,'will become
a healthJ; wealthy and much-visited member o f the international
fami$',,
These were two of the enthusiastic accolades that the Istanbul Hilton
Hotel (1952-55), received in the various established international
architectural magazines of the time.j Designed by the architectural
firm Sludrnore, Owings and Merrill (SOM) with the collaboration of
Sedat Eldem, the buildlng was celebrated both as an example of United
States' role in the internationalization of archtecture and Turkey's
willingness for Westernization. Managed and largely funded by Turlush
Republic's Pension Funds, assisted by t h e American Economic
Cooperation Administration (ECA), t h s "American-aided project in the
East'*was the fourthin the Hilton chain hotels outside the United States,
it was the first major commission of SOM in the Middle East and it
symbolized a door t o the 'West' forTurkey In other words, the hotel
seemed t o be a perfect investment for all sides.
As AnnabelWharton has argued, it was the Coldwar political context
that had been the main motivation behind the decisions to build Hilton
Hotels all around the world.These "little America's" would accomplish
what war machines and satellites could not, in fighting against
Communism and bringing the allies closer to each other. Conrad Hilton
built his hotels in places that were perceived t o be under the biggest
threat of Communism, believmg that he thus contributed t o America's

struggle.'As far as theTurkish side is concerned, getting aid from the
Marshall Plan and admittance to XATO can be listed as the country's
political steps to integrate in the new strategic and economic structure
of the 'West' in the 1950's.
It was the charming site that helped the choice of Istanbul as the
location of a Hilton. From "high above" a prestigious hill overlooking the
Bosphorus, the silhouette of old Istanbul was turned into apicture t o be
contemplated by tourists from their rooms furnished with 'American'
comfort standards and popular culture products. In doing so, the hotel
replaced part of the design of a public park. Representatives from
Hilton had visited London, Rome and Athens as alternative sites, and
they chose Istanbul due t o "the enthusiastic cooperation of theTurkish
governmentnand"the choicest possible ~ i t e . " ~ T hdecision
e
of theTurkish
Ministry of Foreign Affairs to supply t h s public park for a private hotel
and t o give its official support t o the Hilton organization for the sake of
international attention must have helped the choice of Istanbul.
Apart from its place in the Cold War world politics, the design
process of Istanbul Hilton Hotel and the buildlng itself are suggestive to
discuss an example of collaboration between aTurlush archtect and an
American firm.\Vhde this project was a life-time opportunity for Sedat
Eldem t o participate in an internationally acclaimed project; it was also
a test-case for the SOM office to prove its merit given the lack of a
developed building technology in the area. In a profession like
archtecture, where architects are increasingly worhgglobally without
much theoretical sophstication and historical knowledge about 'nonWestern' countries, cross-cultural case studles as the Istanbul Hilton
Hotel are even more urgent t o analyze. I will dlscuss the building in
relation t o issues concerning the spread of the International Style,
Americanization and the anxieties this has produced in the discipline of
architecture. First I will contextualize the building both in theTurlush
and American architectural culture of the 1950's. then I will focus on
the building itself to make two basic points, namely one about its design
process, the other about its design.

THE 'WEST'AND 'US': SHIFTING MODELS ANDTWO
FORMS OF AMERICANISM
In his book Scenes oftheWorld to Come, Jean-Louis Cohen makes two
important distinctions between Americanism and Orientalism as well
as between the former and Americanization. For the European case,
Cohen argues, Orientalism p o d u c e d representations and attitudes
"concerning a civilization deemed 'inferior", whereas Americanism
generated practices "rooted in an insidious sense ofbackwardness vis-avis the New World."'Thus, while Orientalism constructs a perceived
superiority, Americanism in Europe is motivated by a perceived
inferiority (in the sense of backwardness). Cohen reviews the various
changing 'images' ofAmerica seen through the European eye, starting

from 1893 Chicago World's Fair and ending at what he calls
Americanization. Americanism alludes to widely different "individual
and collective attitudes and representations" about America, whereas
Americanization is the "actual transformation of European (or other)
societies in the American image."8 Following Cohen we might argue
that Americanism provided motivation for creativity, source of
inspiration for many European architects of the Modern Movements;
whereas Americanization implies a more or less homogenous image of
not only America but also the Americanized world. Americanization
may have never been an accomplished fact, but it has been an increasing
threat of standardization, homogenization and dsappearance of cultural
dfference that has also produced an anxiety and its counter-resistance.
In taking the Istanbul Hilton Hotel as a case study, we are tallung about
areas that were hstorically deemed to be the 'inferior Oriental.' Our
story begins at the moment Cohen's ends -namely the period when
Americanization starts to take command in the 19501s,which blurs
Cohen's dstinction between Americanism and Americanization itself.
Historians often trace the beginnings of"Westernization'~ofTwkey
to theTanzimat Period of the late Ottoman Empire.Yet, the geographcal
connotations of what 'West' means hardly stayed the same over the
yearsThe historical context of the Istanbul Hilton Hotel represents a
certain shifting moment in this process, at least in the case of
architecture. Just as the French influence of the late 19' century was
replaced by the German presence in the 1930's, the main though not
exclusive locus of inspiration in architecture gradually shifted to the
United States in the 1950's. As the reflection and result of t h s process,
Istanbul Hilton Hotel became the icon and initiator of the International
Style a la USA,I0and what might be called Americanization as an
alternative model for modernization.
O n the level of architecture and popular culture, an overview of
the contemporary architectural journal Arkitekt and advertisements for
the b d h g industry would demonstrate that the impact ofAmericanism
produced two separate but not contradictory faces inTurkey.Though
the architecture in the United States in the 1950's d d have much more
complex layers in reality," the image of 'America' (Americanism) seen
by theTurkish eye can be described with a similar schism identified by
Joan Ockman between SOM's Lever House and Levittown.13
'Productivist' visions of office blocks a la International Style set against
the 'consumerist'visions of housing and suburban living. InTurkey too,
the image of 'America' as the symbol of technical progress and efficiency
on the one hand, wealth and 'good-life' on the other simultaneously
existed in archtectural representations.
The 1950's was an era of immigration to cities, rapid urbanization
and housing shortages inTwkey.'+Onecan observe that the government
and professional journals started to rely on .4merican experts for
solutions to housingproblems, rather than German ones as in the 1930's.
Various articles supplied by USIS (American News Service in Istanbul)
to the journals, informative essays on F.L.Wright, Richard Neutra, or
anonymous housing settlements in the USA,15an essay by Jane Jacobs
on poor neighborhoods in N e ~ Y o r k ' ~ a nanonymous
d
articles on new
efficient constructional methods in the States are just a few examples. l 7
During this period the Turkish government invited experts such as
SOM itself and kchardWagner toTurkey from United States to prepare
extensive reports on housing problems and propose solutions for
workers' housing. l 8
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Simultaneously, one can notice that American trademarks and life
style started being promoted in the advertisements for housing
amenities. "American typenVenetian window blinds, strong buildng
sheets, heating devices with "original American carburetor," shining
floor tiles . . . . Banking establishments that developed housing projects
and offered credit forTurkish families also promised one or two-story
single-family houses in their advertisements.With their double pitched
roof, isolated mass in a private garden, bay windows and adjacent garages,
these houses looked like nothing but the American suburban houses.
For instance, unlike the ~ e m a l i spropaganda
t
photographs of the 19301s,
where women were portrayed in modern institutional buildings, the
architectural adds of the 1950's illustrated women treated as 'respectable'
consumers at home. "In these adds, we see images of seductive women
loolung happily out of the window and who sit comfortably with their
husbands in front of the view of their private garden while their two
children and dog play in the living room.Though owning a single-family
house with such a big garden was hardly ever a fact forTurlush families,
such adds promised to supply the 'American dream' with the purchase
of the product. It would seem that the winds of future started to blow
from across the ocean, and that American modernism influenced the
new desires, ego-ideals of the middle and upper class families inTurkey
Apart from the single-family detached houses, drawings of
International Style office blocks were also used in the advertisements
for the building industry. The Istanbul Hilton Hotel was the first and
most prestigio;s building referred to for t h s purpose. The buildng
became the symbol of technical perfection, precision and progress, that
is to say, the second formal expression ofAmericanism inTurkey in the
1950's. It is not an overstatement to claim that the building was thrown
into theTurkish professional scene as a newborn famous star.The 1940's
in Turkey was a neriod when the so-called 'nationalist architectural
style' inspired from contemporary developments in Fascist Germany
and Italy had taken command. However, a sudden shft in style initiated
by the SOM and Eldem buildmg took place in the early 195O's, and the
reign of International Style a la Hilton lasted for a decade.20

INTERNATIONAL STYLE A LA 'AMERIKA'
At t h s moment, it is useful to leave theTurkish scene momentarily
and situate the Istanbul Hilton Hotel within the context of the
architectural culture in the States and SOM's professional career.The
shift in the implications of the term 'West' inTurkey from Europe to
United States paralleled to a similar transformation in these nlaces
themselves. A comparison between the two exhibitions on International
Style organized by Henry -Russell Hitchcock and Philip Johnson for the
NewYork Museum of Modern Art best exemplifies this change.Whle
the "International Style" exhibition of 1932 was designed to popularize
European modern movements in the American scene;" the "Built in
the USA" exhibition of 1952 displayed to the world that the torch of
International Style was now carried in the United States." SOM
together with Mies, Harrison, Abramovitz and F.L.Wright came out of
the latter exhibition as the heroes practicing in this country. In a
monograph, Hitchcock himself introduced SOM as the firm who
successfullv imnroved modernism in the United Statesz3and created
the landmarks of the International Style, most notably the tall curtain
walled office building.
Turing back to the International Style Exhbition in 1932, I would
like to d r e c t the reader's attention to a dilemma between two forces
pulling the strings of the International Style in opposite directions a
dilemma that will have a certain explanatory power for the Istanbul
Hilton itself:
i
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"In opposition to those u h o claim that a new sg-le ofarchitecture is
impossible or undesirable, i t is necessaq. to stress the coherence o f t h e
results obtained within the range ofpossibilities thusfar esplored."

"This new s y l e is not international i n the sense that the production
o f o n e c o u n t v is just like that ofanother.""

O n the one hand, Hitchcock and Johnson, as the curators of the first
International Style exhibition, needed to prove that an internationally
tenable sple had already been accomplished by "successfully carried out
parallel experiments.. .throughout the w~rld."~~Alfred
Barr, the dvector
of the museum, claimed the motivation b e h n d the exhbition as the
"obvious" fact "that the style had been born and needed a name."26O n
the other hand, the curators were also anxious about possible accusations
against the International Style on the basis of its monotony, dogmatism
or pre-definition.To protect the style from such charges, the curators
were careful to mention that the International Style d d not mean
global homogeneity. However, these two aspirations, namely, the
ambitious desire to define the principles of a coherent international
style on the one hand, and the anxiety to open place for regional
differences on the other remained as an unresolved tension.
By 1952 , (the date of both Istanbul Hilton Hotel and the "Built in the
USA" Exhibition) movements such as "New Monumentality" initiated
by Sigfried Giedion, Jose Luis Sert and Fernand Leger, or the "New
Humanism" of the Bay Region Style promoted by Lewis Mumford had
already put the International Style under suspicion. For instance, the
Museum of Modern Art organized a symposium entitled "What is
happening to Modern Architecture" in 1948 .'' The symposium was
motivated by Lewis Mumford's article attackmg the International Style
for glorifymg"the mechanical and impersonal and aesthetically puritanic"
as opposed to the expression of"native and human form of modernism"
as in the Bay Region Style." In the symposium where influential
architects and curators of the period reconsidered the meaning and
scope of the International Style,'9the discussions usually revolved around
the idea of style, and Mumford's critique of what I would like to call the
perceiredgap of the International Style in fulfilling 'non-material' needs
(a similar concern with that of Giedon in the S e w MonumentalitvJ
debate). Another hesitation that brought various critics of the
International Style closer in 1948 was the anxiety about the globalization
of International Style, in the sense of the spread of the same throughout
the whole world - a similar type of anxiety that I tried to excavate from
Hitchcock and Johnson's text of 1932. In t h s post-war climate of the
United States, Henry-Russell Hitchcock himself reconsidered the 1932
MoMA exhbition with slightly apologetic terms twenty years 1ater.Yet
he still argued that they had never meant to characterize the International
Style with dogmatic, closed and definitive formal rules30This anxiety
would become p a r a d p a t i c not only in the States, but also in countries
whlch were threatened by the tedious and unfit character of an exported
style.Ths anxiety is relevant for our dscussion since, as far as S b M is
concerned, the Istanbul Hilton Hotel was also a product of these
unresolved discussions in the United States.

ANXIETY ANDTHE GREAT DIVIDE
After these brief contextualizations aboutTurkey and United States,
we may turn our attention to the Istanbul Hilton Hotel and its crossnational design process. Gordon Bunshaft as the leadmg archtect of the
bddmgfrom the SOM office was much more familiar with the problems
oflirkey than usual expectations. A year before the decision to build a
Hilton in Istanbul, he with Schrnauder and David Hughes from the
SOM office were invited to Turkey by the government to analyze
housing problems and recommend solutions. They examined the
problems of not only housing, but also town planning and buildng
construction for two months in Ankara, Istanbul, Izmir and approximately
30Anatolian towns, and they eventually submitted their 112 page report
of recommendations to theTurkish government in December 195 1. j '
The design and e n p e e r i n g plans of the Hilton Hotel, on the other

hand, were done in NewYork in the SOM office led by Gordon Bunshaft
where Eldem also spent many months. Working drawings were pursued
in Istanbul in Eldem's office with the presence of two SOM employees.
However, the design process was hardly a h a l o p e , despite the
intentions on both sides.The aesthetic preferences of the two designers
can hardlvJ be considered similar. For instance." the 0
iudnnents of SOM
members on the tradtional houses inTurkey notified in their report for
theTurlush government in 195 1 must have been hard t o take for Eldem.
According t o the SOM members, the wooden, rubble or mud-brick
construction techniques of "rural houses" all over Anatolia represented
"almost the very minimum of shelter;"32their "living conditions
characterized by overcrowdmg [i.e. a large paternal family living in
one house] and lack of furniture and elementary sanitary facilities.. . .
fell far belon the minimums required for healthful housing."33These
"unhealthy", "sub-standarZ3+houses however were part of Eldem's so
beloved sources of inspirations during h s life-time project searching
for modernizing theTurkish domestic vernacular, both before and after
h s collaboration with the SOM office.
As Carol KrinskvJ has r eI~ o r t e d Bunshaft
.
described Eldem as "an
elegant French prince [who] behaved with assurance suggestive of
distinpshed ancestry."3i However, Bunshaft completely misunderstood
Eldem's polite "yes yes" remarks as approvals, though they were meant
to be "I see" hesitations over the design decisions. Eventually Eldem
questioned why they still designed the building in the "Bunshaft way".
Bunshaft later said "that was unfortunate for [Eldem], but I am glad it
ended up that way or we would still be designing the b ~ i l l n g . " ~ ~
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And indeed, with the command of Bunshaft, the Istanbul Hilton
followed almost all the principles of the International Style formulated
by Hitchcock and Johnson, such as the "conception of architecture as
volume rather than mass" "and"rep1arity rather than axial
Expandable structures made ~ o s s i b l eby regularity (rather than axial
symmetry), flat roofs, large windows and pilotis were elements of
"aesthetic sipficance" for the new conception, accordmg t o its curators
and/or creators. As an interpretation of pilotis in Istanbul Hilton for
instance, the designers reserved the entrance floor for a lobby allowing
visual, though not physical, continuity through the site overlooking the
Bosphorus (just as in the Lever house where SOM voided the first
floors t o reserve room for an urban space).

In their report prepared for theTurkish government in 195 1 ,SOM
m e m b e r s had already r e c o m m e n d e d these principles for t h e
'improvement' of the design of public buildmgs inTurkey. Criticizing
the dominant 'nationalist style' in theTurlush scene before their arrival
that was influenced by the German and Italian neo-classicism of the
1940's, SOM representatives wrote:

". ..economy andflexibiliy should be the keynote. The impressireness
and digni? normal[v sought for i n public building design can be
obtained without elaborate and pretentious structures. Simple
buildings ofgood proportion i n keeping with the architectural tradition
ofthe countT do not necessarilv require expensive structural techniques,
excessive cubage or man? o f t h e traditional trappings associated with
public building design o f t h e past ~ e n t u y ' ' ~

As a matter of fact, Eldem himself was one of the key figures of the
Turlash architectural scene in the 1940's that SOM members implicitly
criticized. And approximately 20 years later, t h s time Eldem would
criticize the impact of the Hilton Hotel o n Turkish architecture in
derogatory terms hmself. According to him, the popularity of the
International Style a l a Hilton inTurkey produced buildmgs that
"resembled boxes, drawers or radios.. .. Anatolian towns with n o
defense pourer were nori~"co1onized"lythese glass or tin cans, after the
cubic buildings.. . After ten ).ears, i t became apparent that these
buildings aged u g k . . This architecture that alienated itselj-from
regional (neighborhood) scale, climate and material, that dared to
enter the nature and the rots of the street as a shin). equipment or
machine would sooner or later loose this freshness and brightness.
And indeed this was what happened.'*'

In sum, the designers had different attitudes, and the design process
as well as most of the principles were overwhelmed by Bunshaft's
'American way' .Yet there were nevertheless several attempts to render
the building more cross-cultural, though sometimes in immature ways
as I shall argue. The anxieg caused by importing materials and a predetermined form of expression from United States toTurkey seems t o
have motivated the consideration of at least some local conditions. Reinterpreting the principles of the International Style in relation to climate
control and tectonic expression of locally available materials became
another guidmg concern. For instance, while SOM used steel frames
and curtain walls in the United States, the Hilton Hotel was constructed
from reinforced concrete due t o unavailability of steel inTurkey. This
was more than a minor dfference in material however. In their report
for the Turkish government in 1951, Soh4 members had already
underlined the necessary principles for the improvement of construction
industry in Turkey for many times. i\ccording t o them, reinforced
concrete was the "greatest innovation inTurlush building methods,""
and Istanbul Hilton was thus a missionary attempt to actualize the firm's
own recommendations a year before, in developing re~nforcedconcrete
construction industries and supplementary materials, in improving
worker's slulls and reducing costs. The reinforced concrete beams of
the builmng were oversized due to economizing on steel and earthquake
~on&tioning.+~
Size of these beams was reduced at the last bay probably
for a more elegant tectonic expression of the grid frame on the faqade.
The cantilevered balconies that made this &minution possible also
protect the interior from southeastern and northwestern sun, raising
the performance of the building in relation t o climatic control.
Yet t h s was not all. The Istanbul Hilton was meant t o be both a
"symbol of progress" and a "magnet of tourist trade.'These two intentions
however, do not motivate the same architectural expressions in places
that are attractive touristically due to their perceived exotic character.
The relation between tourism and commercialization of the 'historical
heritage' of a r e g o n is more than obvious in contemporary tourism

complexes.+3One can trace a similar strategy already in the Istanbul
Hilton Hotel. An analysis of the reviews for the hotel in the international
magazines of the time would reveal that the writers praised the building
for its double-identity:
"The slick efficieny o f t h e hotel-room shaft is manijest.. . There is
perhaps a gayer or more gracious note i n the gradual movement
outward o f t h e lowerjloors, and there are mot$ ofdefinite5 Turkish
origin, these being suitable for tourist and diplomat alike. The
picturesque quali2. ofiurkish artisty willfind its place i n the interiors,
even though the tourists have to take cabs to see the minaret^."^

O n the one hand, the reviewers considered 'Western' comfort
standards and technology as prestigious cards, such as "the slick efficiency
of the hotel-room shaft". the existence of a ~ r i v a t ebath in each room.
NewYork designed htchen, English furniture, aluminum-framed glass
doors, refrigerated garbage and hygienic service areas. O n the other
hand, "the oriental atmosphere" introduced t o the interior with the
'Karagoz bar', 'Turkish motifs', Kiitahya tiles and Konya carpets supervised by the interior designer Davis Allen - also seduced the writers:
The 'Tulip room' with"aU the rich trappings of an Arabian Nights harem;"
the patio with Skidmore's idea of 'lead-roofed domes reminiscent of
older Turkish courtvards" or "cupolas crowned with ~ i n n a c l e s "the
;~~
entrance canopy attached t o the main block as a pretty metonymic
image of a flying carpet, supposedly "inspired by a gate of the Old
Seraglio "- which was designed by Eldem and characterized by Bonatz as
an "extremely cheerful invention"; the dming hall attached t o the rear
side of the main block, reminiscent of a 'Sadirvan'. . .
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The simultaneous promotion and anxiety ofPunericanization as well
as the consumerist attitude of tourism in the Cold War climate came
together t o encourage the use of Orientalist pastiches in the Istanbul
Hilton Hotel.The designers of the Hilton Hotel must have thought they
had found a perfect source t o fill in the gap critics such as Mumford
perceived in the International Style, without abandoning it.The 'Oriental
culture' s u p l i e d what the 'civilized Occident' 1acked:The 'mechanical',
'rational', 'progressive', 'serious' Occidental International Style would
be balanced by the 'spiritual', 'pleasurable', 'exotic', 'irrational',
'cheerful' Oriental cultural heritage.The critics approved the building
because it brought together implications of both Americanization and
Orientalism. However, this attitude continued an ages-old unfruitful
divide and supplied it with a new architectural representation. Here
architectural design was separated into two categories. The "slick
efficiency" of 'American' construction was now accompanied by "Turkish
artistrr..'The tectonic in contrast to the decorative, thefunctional as distinct
from the entertaining, the progressive as opposed t o the traditional were
reserved for the 'Western' set off against the 'Eastern.'
To conclude briefly, an anxiety (similar t o that Cohen talks about
for the post-war Europe) of being swallowed up by another culture has
always accompanied the very process of the so-called"Westernization"
and we may add Americanization inTurkey. In the United States itself,
a similar hesitation about the spread of the International Style as a predefined monotonous form of expression was apparent in the post-war
climate, at least in architecture.Though the anxiety ofAmericanization
is justified, its historical consequences are equally questionable. In the
case of the Istanbul Hilton, the will for Westernization on the one hand,
and the anxiety produced by thls very same process on the other is
further accompanied with the forces of tourist trade. The result is the
divide between the tectonic expression of the main International Style
block and the decorative architecture attached to it. O n the ideological
level, this divide promotes Orientalism in the 'Orient' and hardly
questions the status quo perceptions or stereotypical territories of being
'Western' and 'Eastern.' The appropriation of the principles of the
International Style in relation t o climate control and locally available
materials was a fruitful step for the cross-cultural intentions of the
project. However, this barely realized intention was suppressed with
the divide keeping the &stance between 'us' and 'them', 'West' and
'East' that was stdl perceived to be necessary.The understandable anxiety
ofAmericanization thus produced another equally questionable stance.
The experience of the design process in the Hilton Hotel also raises
discussions on various contemporary issues. For instance, a similar h i d e
that I tried t o excavate in the Istanbul Hilton still seems t o persist in
SOM's practice, as well as many other corporate firms working globally.
High-tech skyscrapers with 'i\rabicl ceiling motifs, local decorative

elements attached t o standardized details, 'skyscraper pagodas' seem t o
have served the firm as a formula in many instances of their global
practice. Perhaps the economic forces of corporate architecture that
require a certain level of standardization of details, of solutions or b d h g
types hardly allows the necessary amount of flexibility for designing in
relation to M e r e n t geographies, which in turn stimulates the apologetic
additions of 'cultural heritage'. O n the level of cross-cultural design
process on the other hand, it still remains for us t o d~scusswhether our
globalized world has brought any improved sensitivity t o designing in
distant lands, working with colleagues of different backgrounds, or
being open to geographical challenges.
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